Restoration / Conservation Process Tracking
Helping you manage components of your restoration project that typically require specialised repair.
Identify and record detail of applicable conservation process.

Features

Beneﬁts
Manage your heritage listed project in the Cloud
Identify members / components that need to
be repaired and what conservation process
has been applied to it
Monitor the complete history and logistics;
tracking where a component has been in its
repair or replacement cycle
Insights and dashboards to identify how many
components / members have been repaired
and any associate cost / commercial impacts
being triggered

Your supply chain’s member record sheets, digitized and
available on mobile devices
Bespoke workﬂow conﬁgurations allowing total visibility
of the conservation process
Pin to plan capability allowing observations to be tagged
to their location
Track:
Stonework
Cast Iron Rooﬁng
Glass Panels
Clockwork
Doors / Joinery
Any Process
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Flinders Street Station
Zutec Enabled Project

Flinders Street Station is an iconic building in the heart of Melbourne city. This landmark heritage building is a railway
station, located on the corner of Flinders Street, and is a hub for the metropolitan rail network, handling more than
150,000 commuters a day.
In 2017, Built was contracted by the Victorian Government to refurbish Flinders St Station’s historic Administration
Building. More than 100 years old, Built completed restoration works to conserve its Flinrich heritage elements,
preserving the building for future generations. The scope of works included resealing the roof, making the building
watertight, repairing the parapets, and stabilising and restoring the iconic heritage clock tower. Upon completion the
entire façade was repainted the original early 1900’s colour scheme.
Built engaged Zutec to assist with the Conservation Process Tracking of the works to be completed in the roof and
across the entire façade. Bespoke electronic checklists were developed to ensure all works were completed to meet
a desired quality standard. The project team had access to bespoke real time reporting which allowed them to
understand the status of the planned activities throughout the restoration.

Zutec Delivered
Conservation Progress Tracking

Real Time Reporting

Bespoke electronic checklists were developed
to ensure all works were completed to meet
a desired quality standard

The project team had access to real time reporting
which allowed them to understand the status
of the planned activities throughout the restoration

We Worked With

Talk to Us
For more information on what Zutec can oﬀer you.

sales@zutec.com
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